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Overview



Use the principles of game design to create an 
experience for Fenty Beauty

The Ask

Makeup culture has transformed over time. 
Cosmetics lovers use makeup as an artistic 
medium to portray mood, culture, and  
personality. Currently, customers have the 
freedom to build and personalize their makeup 
collection with preferred products from their 
favorite brands. However, with makeup being 
used as a form of self expression, Fenty 
Beauty has the opportunity to introduce 
personalization earlier in the user journey at 
the product creation level.

The Opportunity

A personalized eyeshadow palette determined 
by your Instagram feed. 

The Solution



Introduce Fenty Beauty’s newest collection by 
creating personalized eyeshadow mood 
palettes. The brand activation is inspired by 
makeup as a form of expression, as well as the 
unique names of Fenty Beauty products. 

The Concept



The makeup community is in support of the 
Fenty Beauty brand 

•86 percent of participants stated they’d 
want to collaborate with Fenty Beauty 
(Online Survey) 

Makeup inspires daily looks and is used as a 
form of self expression 

•“I’m an eyeliner girl. I express myself 
through eyeliner. I usually do my wings to 
my brow.” (Interview, Daysha— Sephora 
Associate) 

Makeup lovers have the desire to customize 
eye makeup products 

•50 percent of participants stated they’d 
want to recreate an eyeshadow palette 
(Online Survey)

Proof of Concept



The Makeup Enthusiast 

Ann Wynn is a 25 years old instagram micro 
influencer who lives in Silver Spring, Maryland. 
She is a makeup enthusiast who looks forward 
to new makeup releases and keeps up with the 
makeup trends. However— she isn’t 
comfortable doing makeup on others.  

She loves to express herself through fashion 
and owns her own brand called girl.co. She’s a 
foodie who loves to try new restaurants, and 
enjoys traveling with her friends and girlfriend.  

Wynn lives for an Instagrammable moment 
and puts a lot of effort into curating her feed 
for her followers.

User Persona



The Experience



Phase I: What’s Your Mood

Guest types Instagram handle into tablet Tablet pulls up Guest’s Instagram feed



Phase I: What’s Your Mood

Algorithm shows a photo summary with the top three colors 
found in the Instagram in hexagons to align with the Fenty 
Beauty brand

Algorithm uses color recognition 
technology to scan Guest’s 
Instagram feed and highlight the 
top three colors



Phase I: What’s Your Mood

Guest is assigned a “Moody” palette based on the three colors 
found in the Instagram feed 

*All color combinations are pre-assigned a mood name before 
the time of the festival (three colors = a mood)



Phase II: Become One With Your Mood

Guest picks up their free personalized 
eyeshadow palette based on the top 
colors identified by the algorithm 

Guest receives an “eye” look from a 
Fenty Beauty Consultant using the 
Guest’s personalized eye shadow 
palette of the festival

The complete twelve colored Moody 
palette will be on sale at full price for 
Guests to purchase as well.



•Guests swipe to find the name of their 
“mood” on the digital wall 

•Digital wall changes to a mixture of the three 
colors to reflect the Guest’s personalized 
eyeshadow palette 

•Guests take photos and records GIFs in front 
of the digital wall 

•Guests receive photos and GIFs via email 

•Guests share photos and GIFs on social 
media

Phase III: The Photo Op



The Physical Space



The brand activation will be house in a hexagon 
shaped space to align with Fenty Beauty’s 
brand standards and use of geometric shapes. 

Phases 

Phase I: What’s Your Mood (Blue) 

•Where the digital wall exists and guest find 
out their mood 

Phase II: Become One With Your Mood (Yellow) 

•Guests receive customized eyeshadow 
palettes  

Phase III: Time For Your Photo Op (Pink) 

•Guests take photos in front of a backdrop 
with colors that match what’s in their 
eyeshadow palette

The Physical Space



Moods



Phase II: Become One With Your Mood

This palette was created by choosing shades 
of Green. The color green represents wealth, 
growth and harmony. We curated this palette 
specifically for you, because based on your 
Instagram feed we noticed that you embodied 
the essence of what it means to be lucky!L U C K Y  G Y A L



Phase II: Become One With Your Mood

This palette was created by choosing muted 
pink tones. The color pink is taking on a new 
meaning. To us, shades of pink represent 
empowerment, success and love. We curated 
this palette specifically for you, because based 
on your Instagram feed we noticed that you 
embody the essence of what it means to be 
empowered and expensive.

M M  E X P E N S I V E



Phase II: Become One With Your Mood

This palette was created by choosing orange 
and gold tones. The color orange represents 
success, happiness and creativity; while gold 
represents courage, magic and passion. We 
curated this palette specifically for you, 
because based on your Instagram feed we 
noticed that you eMobile the essence of what 
orange and gold represents! Keep Glowing!

H O N E Y  U R  G L O W I N G



Concept Ideation



Concept Ideation
After arriving at an Immersive Product Launch, 
we explored two different mood detection 
iterations before landing on our final execution. 

V1: Digital Fenty Beauty Mood Rings 

Idea 

•Guests would come to the booth and place 
the ring on their finger. Product 
suggestions would be determined based 
on what colors showed up on the 
individual’s ring. Inspiration for the digital 
Fenty Beauty mood rings was inspired by 
the traditional 1970s novelty. 

Findings 

•In studying how mood rings work, we 
found the colors are determined by the 
user’s body temperature through 
thermochromic liquid crystals. Therefore, 
simulating a digital mood ring based on 
body heat wouldn’t accurately portray a 
user’s mood in the way we envisioned. We 
wanted to find a method that was more 
personal.



Concept Ideation
After arriving at an Immersive Product Launch, 
we explored two different mood detection 
iterations before landing on our final execution. 

V2: Live Mood Detectors 

Idea 

•Guests would type in their Instagram 
handle on the digital wall. Guests would 
place their hands on the wall three times to 
simulate mood detection. Unknowingly to 
guests, the wall would send the Instagram 
handle to a Fenty Beauty Consultant’s 
tablet. Consultants would scroll through 
the guest’s Instagram feed and hand pick 
the three best eyeshadow colors based on 
their Instagram feed. 

Findings 

•While we were excited to introduce the 
hidden consultant element in this 
execution, we found it to be complex. With 
a large number of people navigating 
through our installation, we needed a more 
simple and efficient solution to allow for a 
faster flow.
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